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MISSION
STATEMENT
The Center for LGBTQ Studies provides a platform for intellectual leadership in addressing
issues that affect lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer individuals, and other sexual
and gender minorities. As the first university-based LGBTQ research center in the United
States, CLAGS nurtures cutting-edge scholarship, organizes events for examining and
affirming LGBTQ lives, and fosters network-building among academics, artists, activists,
policy makers, and community members. CLAGS stands committed to maintaining a broad
program of public events, online projects, and fellowships that promote reflection on queer
pasts, presents, and futures.
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Letter From the Executive Director
Dear CLAGS Family and Supporters,
This 2015-2016 academic year was my 2nd year as CLAGS Executive Director; it is also known as my “middle year”
because it was the second of my three year appointed term. For my first year, I had wanted to help CLAGS to continue to
be a welcoming environment for the entire LGBTQ community - including people of color, trans and gender nonconforming
folks, people with disabilities, and everyone else who can sometimes feel marginalized or invisible in LGBTQ spaces.
Through the remarkable programming of my first year (e.g. Kessler lecture by Cathy Cohen, LGBTQ Scholars of Color
Conference, and Queers & Comics conference) I am confident we did our best to accomplish that. For this “middle” year,
I wanted to continue to build on this mission, while also helping to build a pride and knowledge in CLAGS’ legacy. It was
also the 25th Anniversary of CLAGS’ founding at the Graduate Center, so it seemed to be the perfect opportunity to make
this goal come to fruition. I feel confident that we have done just that.
In terms of CLAGS programming, we had a phenomenal year. You’ll read about these events throughout this report, but
here are a few highlights:
Our annual Kessler lecture with Professor Richard Fung
Our 25th Anniversary Conference with CLAGS Founder Martin Duberman, past CLAGS EDs, and many former
CLAGS board members
The Gay American History @ 40 Conference celebrating Jonathan Ned Katz’s seminal work “Gay American
History”, keynoted by Susan Stryker
CLAGS 25th Anniversary Reception at the Center
Our 2nd Annual Jose Esteban Muñoz Award, given to José Antonio Vargas
There are many ways that CLAGS has been vital in providing education about issues affecting LGBTQ communities.
CLAGS had sponsored many events that continued conversations on #BlackLivesMatter, as well as the state of emergency
for transgender women. Under the direction of outgoing Provost Louise Lennihan, CLAGS witnessed the creation of the
first all-gender inclusive restroom at the Graduate Center. I have also represented CLAGS as one of a dozen appointed
representatives on the CUNY University Advisory Committee on Diversity, where I advocated for ways that CUNY can
be more supportive of LGBTQ people. We have discussed issues related to faculty retention, student admissions, allgender restrooms, and more. With the passing of state and city law, all CUNY campuses are required to have all-gender
restrooms available on campus. Further, I have represented CLAGS in advocating for LGBTQ data collection in New York
City, which would require all government forms to account for sexual orientation and gender identity so that we can can
acquire more accurate numbers of our LGBTQ population in New York.
CLAGS has also witnessed several tragic events this year, including the massacre at Pulse Nightclub in Orlando in June,
the passing of many state transphobic bathroom bills, and the continued murders of transgender women (especially
transgender women of color). In losing 49 of our LGBTQ siblings (mostly Latinx) at Pulse and 18 of our trans sisters (at
the time of this writing) to murder, I hope that we continue to remember that our struggle is not over and that there are
many issues affecting our various communities. I also hope that people are able to have conversations with others about
how systemic oppression is still pervasive in all of our society and that our LGBTQ community is still at risk. Though
LGBTQ people can get married to their partners, there are so many issues like hate, violence, poverty, workplace
discrimination, homelessness, HIV/AIDS, and other disparities that haunt our community.
Despite of all these, I still aim to remain hopeful. I still believe that education plus advocacy can lead to systemic change
(slowly but surely). While times have been tough, our communities have come so far. I hope that we remain energized to
continue to fight for our needs – especially for those individuals with our communities who have given up or are no longer
able to fight. Because so many people (queer, trans, and neither) have fought for me; I know I must fight for others too.
With that, I hope you enjoy reading about the year we’ve had at CLAGS, and I hope you are able to join us next year and
the years to come.
Sincerely,

Kevin Nadal, PhD
Executive Director of CLAGS, 2014-2017

Letter from the Board Chairs
Thank you for another amazing year of CLAGS events and programs. In our first year as board co-chairs, we have been
honored to witness and participate in an array of LGBTQ events, programs, and conferences spanning a tremendous
spectrum of issues, identities, and experiences. As queer people of color, and the first in this role, it has been exciting
to support the increasing diversification of our board and programming which reflected this diversity.
Both of our work focuses on supporting LGBTQ people at the intersections. Marta’s work is about ensuring safe and
affirming educational environments where LGBTQ people of all identities can thrive and succeed. She took a role of
the board co-chair because she believed deeply in the work that CLAGS does to support LGBTQ scholars whose work
breaks down barriers, increases visibility, and gives voice to LGBTQ issues and identities that are often ignored in the
academy and in our society. CLAGS does, in no uncertain terms, life-saving work. The events and programs that we
host support and give voice to scholarship that spans boundaries and generations. Queer scholarship acts as a lifeline
through time and space, communicating to queer people across the globe that they are not alone, that our lives matter,
that we can thrive. It also provides the foundation for advocacy around issues impacting our lives in spaces that would
choose to ignore us. It demands that others listen and realize that we will not be silenced, that our collective resolve is
a force to be reckoned with. As Audre Lorde so powerfully stated, “our silence will not protect us”. We will not let fear
or hatred deter us and will continue to support the work of LGBTQ scholars and activists because if we don’t, who will?
This evolution of our board and its programming was highlighted as we celebrated our 25th anniversary with a conference
focusing on how time, place, and political context has shaped our work and the movement for LGBTQ and queer studies
over generations. The particular role of CLAGS and the issues that we have needed to address have shifted as our
world, and our LGBTQ community, has shifted. From Stonewall, to lesbian feminism, to the AIDS crisis, to the movement
for same-sex marriage, to the fight for trans liberation, to Black Lives Matter, and most recently, the Orlando massacre,
the largest of its kind in our nation’s history targeting our LGBTQ LatinX community, CLAGS has remained a constant
academic sanctuary for LGBTQ causes and events.
We have made decisions to center the lives of those at the margins and to highlight the work of those scholar-activists
who heroically bring those stories to the forefront. We ended our Fall semester with an amazing Kessler award given
to Richard Fung whose life’s work in film has highlighted the politics related to LGBTQ and AAPI identities. We ended
the Spring semester with the José Esteban Muñoz awardee, Jose Antonio Vargas, who works on the front lines of the
undocuqueer movement.
The past year also included planning for our After Marriage Conference, which begs the question, what battles are we
still fighting as a community? After such groundbreaking national legislation protecting our right to marry under federal
law, the percentage of queer and trans people being murdered has steadily increased, and we experienced the largest
and deadliest mass shooting in history directed at our queer community. This opened a deep wound that touched us
all deeply, and highlighted our continued vulnerability in a climate where we have seen the rise of a demagogue as a
presidential candidate who would threaten the progress we have fought so hard to secure over the years. This next year
calls for increased activism and scholarship to make more visible those identities and experiences not always present
in our discourse.
Sincerely,
Marta Esquilin

David P. Rivera, Ph.D.

Associate Professor
Queens College, City University of New York
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Events
We kicked off the year by featuring a lecture by Che
Gossett, winner of CLAGS’ 2014 Sylvia Rivera
Award in Transgender Studies. Gossett examined
the legacies of Black queer solidarity with Palestinian
struggle, linking past black radicalism influenced
current prison abolitionist, Palestinian solidarity and
anti-pinkwashing movements. We were happy to also
have Ka-Man Tse, the 2014-2015 Robert Giard Fellow,
present her recent film work and Narrow Distances,
a series of photographs made within the LGBTQ
community in Hong Kong.
Next, our annual ReGenerate fundraiser reached out
to our community for help, kicking off a new year full
of robust programming (with performances by Rent
cast members). By expanding our programming to
performances and workshops rather than just panels
and lectures, we were able to bring downtown New
York City performance artist Erin Markey and theater
composer Michael R. Jackson for a performance and
discussion about their processes of writing, staging,
and exploring themes of real-life bodies, romance,
race, and racism within musical theater. Next, activist
Joshua Allen led a workshop on gender justice within
the Black Lives Matter movement, as racial justice
activists mobilized around police violence against black
people around the country from Missouri to Baltimore
to New York City, and facilitated links between black
and trans justice within epidemic of deadly violence
against trans women of color. In terms of our focus on
local histories and geographies, CLAGS was proud
to be one of the first organizations to screen director
Richard Shpuntoff’s documentary film Julio of Jackson
Heights, chronicling the 1990 gay bashing murder of
Julio Rivera, and how the murder ignited organizing
among queers of color in Jackson Heights, Queens.
This year’s Seminar in the City, titled Lesbian Lives,
Theories, & Herstories, was taught by Dr. Flavia
Rando (Art History, Brooklyn College). It considered
lesbian identities at the intersection of culture, race,
ethnicity and class in both historical and contemporary
context. We studied strategies of survival and selfexpression and considered issues such as lesbian
and queer sexualities and genders, lesbian liberation
movements, and lesbian/feminist/queer theorizing and
representation in popular culture through literature,
personal testimonies, historical documents,
(auto) biography, and visual arts.
Next, Balkan queer scholars Velina Manolova, Piro
Rexhepi, and Jasmina Sinanovic offered a discussion
about the complexities of queer diasporic subjects who

are white but non-western, who are both Muslim and
non-Muslim, and whose positionalities trouble more
assimilationist currents of queer political organizing.
We were pleased to collaborate with other GC centers
this year, including Center for the Study of Women and
Society, to present a talk by CLAGS’ former executive
director and Professor of Political Science at Brooklyn
College, Paisley Currah to discuss tensions and
overlap between transgender politics and feminism
in our current society. We also co-hosted a panel of
scholars and science fiction authors to discuss racism,
homophobia, and sexism in the world of sci-fi publishing
and fandom in general, along with IRIDAC.
We had a strong focus on literature and film this year,
and showcased the work of fellows from the Lambda
Literary Foundation, featuring LGBTQ writers in fiction,
nonfiction, poetry, genre fiction and playwriting. We
also co-sponsored the annual New York Rainbow Book
Fair, which is America’s oldest LGBT book fair and the
largest LGBT book event in the country since 2009.
We screened films by multinational queer people of
color, including Stories of our Lives, an anthology film
based on true stories about queer life in Kenya that are
often not heard, produced by the NEST Collective in
Nairobi, Kenya; and Pamanhikan, a Filipino film about
an interracial gay couple that challenges traditional
views on marriage and interracial relationships. The
2015 Kessler award was given to Richard Fung, which
is an award given to a scholar who has, over a number
of years, produced a substantive body of work that has
had a significant influence on LGBTQ Studies. Richard
Fung is a Toronto-based video artist, writer, theorist and
educator. Fung, Associate Professor in the Integrated
Media program at the Ontario College of Art and
Design, has pushed forward the debates about queer
sexuality, Asian identity and the uneasy borderlands of
culture and politics.
The recent marriage equality vote in Ireland was a
historic event, and CLAGS, in partnership with the
Queens College Irish Studies Program, hosted Irish
journalist Quentin Fottrell to convey the background,
buildup and aftermath of the vote in the historically
Catholic country.
We hosted a panel on Queer People of Color and
Gentrification in New York City, co-sponsored a talk on
sexuality and the erotics of romantic love with University
of Michigan historian and theorist David Halperin, held
a roundtable to discuss the continuing stigma and
criminalization surrounding HIV and AIDS, and hosted
an event for Rutgers historian Timothy Stewart-Winter’s
new book Queer Clout: Chicago and the Rise of Gay
Politics.
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Audre Lorde’s
Birthday
Celebration
by Melinda Goodman
On February 18th, CLAGS celebrated Audre Lorde’s
birthday with the release of an anthology of writings
by people who knew Audre Lorde, titled the The Wind
Is Spirit: The Life, Love and Legacy of Audre Lorde,
edited by her partner Dr. Gloria I. Joseph and Linda
Villarosa. Held at Kaye Playhouse at Hunter College,
over six hundred guests celebrated Lorde’s life and
unparalleled contributions to literature, social justice,
and critical race, feminist, and LGBTQ scholarship.
Lorde had been a faculty member at Hunter College
and was honored by the English Department Chair and
New York City’s First Lady, Chirlane McCray; poets
StaceyAnn Chin and Sonia Sanchez also paid their
tributes. Ada Gay Griffin showed portions of her awardwinning film about Lorde, Litany for Survival. Lorde’s
daughter, Dr. Elizabeth Lorde Rollins, spoke about
her mother. Editors Gloria Joseph and Linda Villarosa
spoke about the bio-anthology they created by people
who had known Audre Lorde.
The celebration continued with poetry, drumming,
connecting artists, activists, and spiritual readers, some
who had not seen each other since Lorde’s funeral at
St. John the Divine over 20 years ago. Students who
hadn’t known who Audre Lorde was could feel the
impact she’d had as soon as they walked into the
auditorium. The space was framed by an art installation
by poet Wilhelmina Gran, as well as a slideshow of
Lorde’s activism from the Lesbian Herstory Archives.
The event marked the establishment of the first annual
Professor Audre Lorde Memorial Birthday Celebration,
which CLAGS was proud to co-sponsor, along with
Astrea Foundation, Audre Lorde Project, and Villarosa
Media. We hope that our work continues in the legacy
of this incredible feminist, warrior, poet, mother, lover,
survivor, and outsider, and that Audre Lorde’s powerful
words continue to inspire and charge generation after
generation into fearless, unapologetic activism.
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ReGenerate
Party Fundraiser
By Stephanie Hsu
Our second annual ReGenerate party kicked off the academic year with an evening of music,
cocktails, and mingling at John Jay College’s rooftop hall and plaza. Performers and special guests
such as DJ Zena, Kita P, Enrico Rodriguez, and some Rent cast members delighted our audience.
The guest list included some of the founding figures in lesbian and gay studies, graduate students
who were thrilled to join us, and community activists who partner with us in our academic work. The
fundraiser was full of energy and excitement. Our board co-chair Marta Esquilin delivered a touching
appeal at the end of the night for continued support of CLAGS and the work of educators who are
turning LGBTQ Studies into a lifeline for young people everywhere. We raised $10,000 in individual
contributions to support our general operations and events.
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CLAGS’ 25th
Anniversary
Conference
CLAGS was founded at CUNY in April 1991 as the first
university-based research center in the United States
dedicated to the study of LGBTQ individuals and
communities. In March 2016, we celebrated our 25th
Anniversary with a one-day conference on CLAGS’
past, present, and future. Featuring a keynote speech
from CLAGS Founder Martin Duberman and panels
of past CLAGS Executive Directors, board members,
and fellowship winners, the conference was a moving
reflection on CLAGS’s pathbreaking contributions to
LGBTQ studies.

The first panel featured four Executive Directors
spanning 15 years of CLAGS history. Alisa Solomon
(1999-2004) described how CLAGS projects grow
out of the activist work of individual scholars, and all
panelists spoke of CLAGS’s connections to broader
LGBTQ communities. A common thread uniting their
reflections was how much CLAGS does with so few
resources. “Just do less,” Sarah Chinn (2007-2011)
recalled someone advising her. But that’s not what
CLAGS is, she responded.
Subsequent panels bore that out. Filmmaker Yoruba
Richen described how the CLAGS Giard Fellowship was
one of the first grants for her film on African American
and LGBT civil rights movements, The New Black, and
historian Jonathan Ned Katz related CLAGS’s support
for online LGBT history resource outhistory.org. A
panel of Board Members highlighted CLAGS’s many
landmark conferences.
A key theme throughout the day was the way CLAGS
connects scholarship to fights for LGBTQ justice.

Martin Duberman’s keynote underlined this theme. He
recounted how CUNY refused in the 1970s to let him
teach a graduate seminar on the history of sexuality—
to which he responded by refusing to sit on PhD
committees. After many years of struggle, the 1991
founding of CLAGS marked a changing atmosphere
and an institutional base for fostering continued change.
Duberman’s talk drew particular attention to class—
“most gay people are working class,” he reminded the
audience—and the closing panel on CLAGS’s future
foregrounded the role of class and race in LGBTQ
studies. Former board member Darnell L. Moore asked
who defines LGBTQ history and herstory, and current
board member Jessie Daniels argued for a queer
theory with anti-racist foundations. This panel capped
an inspiring day that deepened attendees’ appreciation
for CLAGS’s legacy and renewed our commitment to
our ongoing work.

Gay American
History @ 40

The Gay American History @ 40 Conference was held
at The New School from May 4th to 6th, 2016 and was
a great success. The conference marked the fortieth
anniversary of Jonathan Ned Katz’s Gay American
History: Lesbians and Gay Men in the USA (1976)
and highlighted the ways in which theories, categories,
research methods and priorities had been constructed,
challenged, and reconstructed over the last forty years
of historical research on sexuality and gender.
GAH developed out of Katz’s documentary play, Coming
Out!, produced by New York’s Gay Activists Alliance in
June 1972. The book, intended for general readers
and as an incitement to scholarly research, spoke to
two audiences. This conference also engaged both
researchers and the general public, featuring scholarly
presentations along with visual art and performances
inspired by LGBTQ and heterosexual history.
As a founding text of LGBTQ history, GAH appeared
before the modern institutionalization of such studies,
when such research was actively discouraged in
universities, and it was not clear that such scholarship
had any future. Drawing together an unprecedented
collection of documents produced since 1566, GAH
anticipated and inspired many aspects of the LGBTQ
history research that followed. This anniversary
provided an opportunity for reflecting on earlier work on
sexual and gender history and the growth of the field
since 1976.
Because GAH was produced by an independent
scholar, the legacy of the book also invited questions
about the economics of such knowledge production,
and the present situation of independent and other
scholars in the fields of sexual and gender history.
Keynote speakers for the conference included Susan
Stryker, Associate Professor of Gender and Women’s
Studies (University of Arizona) and Director of the
Institute for LGBT Studies, whose work focuses on
gender and human sexuality, along with other prominent
scholars, researchers, and activists.
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25th Anniversary
Conference Reception
By Summer Medina
Following the Gay American History @ 40 Conference, a reception was held at the LGBT
Center. The guests flooded the room and enjoyed plenty of free food and drinks. Attendees
also reflected on CLAGS’s exponential growth and accomplishments over the last twenty-five
years. The party was a great way for new and old members of CLAGS and their friends to
come together and celebrate its many successes.

The 8th Annual
Rainbow Book Fair
By Sarah Chinn
The 8th annual Rainbow Book Fair was, as always,
jam-packed full of readings, poetry, panel discussions,
and—of course—books. This year, thanks to CLAGS
ED Kevin Nadal, the Fair was held at John Jay College,
and we couldn’t have hoped for a better location. Large,
spacious, sunlit, and right in the middle of town, the
exhibition space was perfect for vendors and fairgoers.
Panel topics ranged from contemporary Latina lesbian

writing to “Building a Sustainable LGBT Book Culture”
to “Sex Writing in a Time of Global Censorship.” They
also explored the worlds of queer zines and social
media. Major LGBT presses, like Riverdale and Ylva,
organized showcases for their authors and we also
sponsored a series of readings over the course of the
whole day. We were also thrilled to feature outstanding
queer writers Ricky Laurentis, Raymond Luczak, Jee

Leong Koh, and Jeremy Mulderig, who read from
their recent work. And once again, Regie Cabico and
Nathaniel Siegel gathered together scores of LGBT
poets for the “Come Hear!” poetry salon. The Fair
hosted almost 100 vendors, authors, and publishers
from a variety of mainstream, LGBT, and feminist
presses, giving readers an opportunity to experience
the newest and best in queer writing.
Our tentative date for the 9th Annual Fair in 2017 is
April 1st. See you there!

Sarah Chinn teaches in the English
department at Hunter College,
where she’s also department
chair. Her work primarily explores
questions of race, gender, sexuality,
and national identity, particularly
in 19th century America. She was
Executive Director of CLAGS from
2007 to 2011.
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Kessler Award
Lecture
By Stephanie Hsu
The 24th annual Kessler Award was presented to
Richard Fung—a video artist, cultural critic, and
educator—on December 16, 2015 at the CUNY
Graduate Center.
Fung’s first documentary, Orientations: Lesbian and
Gay Asians (1984), and his much-anthologized essay,
“Looking for My Penis: The Eroticized Asian in Gay
Video Porn” (1991), set an early standard for scholarship
on LGBTQ people of Asian descent in North America
and the Caribbean. His video work has since explored
social justice in Israel/Palestine, anti-black racism in
policing, disease and wellness in communities of color,
and a critique of colonialism from Canada—where he
now resides—to Trinidad, where he was born. During
his Kessler Award lecture, Fung screened clips from
his documentary-in-progress, which revisits many of
the original participants in Orientations three decades
later to explore their legacies of political activism, the
continuing impact of HIV/AIDS, and issues of aging

for LGBTQ Asians. A professor in the Faculty of Art at
OCAD University (formerly the Ontario College of Art
and Design), Fung also imparted a set of strategies for
artists and activists trying to survive and to challenge
the neoliberal university system. Martin Manalansan
and Andil Gosine shared testimonials about the
enduring insight of Fung’s writings and his gift for
mentorship, including his skill at making diasporic
South Asian cuisine in the Toronto home he shares
with his partner, Tim; Staceyanne Chin provided a short
video greeting. In the weeks leading up to this year’s
Kessler event, CLAGS introduced new audiences to
Fung’s substantial body of work at public screenings
and panel talks that were co-sponsored by the Museum
of Chinese in America and the Asian/Pacific/American
Institute at NYU, with additional resources from the
Sexuality, Women & Gender Project at Teachers
College, Columbia University, and video curation by
Leeroy Kun Young Kang.
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José Esteban Muñoz
Award 2016
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José Esteban
Muñoz Award 2016
By María R. Scharrón-del Río
On June 21st, 2016, CLAGS hosted “A Conversation
with Jose Antonio Vargas” at the Graduate Center.
During this event, which was part of CLAGS
programming during Pride month, Jose Antonio Vargas
received CLAGS' second annual José Esteban Muñoz
Award for his advocacy work. Jose Antonio Vargas is a
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and Emmy-nominated
filmmaker. In high-profile articles in the New York Times
Magazine and Time, Vargas revealed his status as
an undocumented immigrant and has since appeared
widely in media, discussing his story and American
citizenship. The José Esteban Muñoz Award was
instituted last year, when it was given to Janet Mock.
Dr. David Rivera (CLAGS board co-chair) welcomed
the audience and introduced both Jose Antonio Vargas
and Dr. Kevin Nadal (CLAGS Executive Director),
who moderated and facilitated the conversation. This
was CLAGS first scheduled event after the Orlando

massacre at the Pulse nightclub on June 12, 2016.
This tragedy framed the conversation in multiple
ways, highlighting even more the importance of Jose
Antonio’s advocacy around immigration and LGBTQ
issues. The intersectionality of sexuality, ethnicity,
immigration, and class, often erased from mainstream
news and discourse around the Orlando massacre,
were at the forefront of the conversations, discussions,
and questions that night. Jose Antonio’s words were
powerful and compelling, personal and political, with
both a sense of urgent immediacy and hope: “We must
all traffic in empathy.”
Following the moderated conversation, and after the
audience had the opportunity to ask questions, Jose
Antonio Vargas was presented with the José Esteban
Muñoz Award by David Rivera and Dr. María R.
Scharrón-del Río (board member).
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Edward
Carpenter
Collection
By Shawn(ta) Smith Cruz

After the receipt of a generous bequest by long-time
CLAGS member Ivor Kraft in 2000, an endowment was
created in the name of poet and labor activist Edward
Carpenter (1844-1929). Thanks to this endowment,
CLAGS administers the acquisition of materials and
resources on books directly relevant to the fields of
lesbian, gay, and gender studies, broadly defined, to be
housed at the Graduate Center’s Mina Rees Library.
To honor the growing subject list of books purchased
by the library via the CLAGS endowment, for Summer
and Fall 2016 semesters, the Graduate Center
Library presented Graphic Activism, an exhibit of
original activist posters from the Lesbian Herstory
Archives graphics collection, zine excerpts, and comic
art, from the 1970s to present day. Graphic Activism is
located in the main lobby exhibition walls as well as in
the Library 1st floor main passage way.
The exhibit is supported by its GC co-sponsor,
CLAGS: The Center for LGBTQ Studies, in conjunction
with and the EFA Robert Blackburn Printmaking
Workshop, and the Lesbian Herstory Archives. The
installation began the first week of June, and with it
the library’s claim to solidarity with the Pulse Orlando
community and other queer spaces that have too
often, tragically, come under violent attack. The images
serve as herstorical reminders marking decades of
community-building and activism and make directly
relevant social activism with scholarship when linked to
the materials purchased via the Carpenter Fund.
CLAGS will co-sponsor an event during New York
Archives Week, Graphic Activism Panel: Lesbian
Posters and Zines 1970 – Today, on Thursday, October
27 at 6:30pm at the Graduate Center in room C197,
featuring the Graphic Activism exhibition and its
curators of the Lesbian Herstory Archives.
For the 2015-2016 fiscal year, nearly 200 titles written
by leading scholars in the very interdisciplinary field of
LGBTQI+ and gender studies represented a multiplicity
of subjects from anti-racism to bondage in literature to
customs and folklore to queer theory, all of which have
been captured in a wordle image for viewing pleasure.

These same titles were purchased from 60 presses
and imprints, including: AK Press, Andesite Press,
Arcade Publishing, Ashgate Publishing Group, Blurb,
Booksway, Bordighera Press, Bucknell University
Press, Cambridge University Press, Cognella Academic
Publishing, Columbia University Press, Duke University
Press, Fantagraphics Books, Feminist Press, Grove
Press, Harper & Row, Harper Perennial, HarperCollins,
Harrington Park Press, Harvard University Press,
Haymarket Books, John Wiley and Sons Ltd, Johns
Hopkins University Press, Kitchen Table, Women of
Color Press, Litwin Books, McGill-Queen’s University
Press, New Victoria Publishers, NYU Press, Ohio
State University Press, On Our Own Authority!,
Oxford, Palgrave Macmillan, Peter Lang, PM Press,
Polity Press, Praeger, Redbone Press, Rethinking
Schools Ltd, Riverdale Avenue Books, Riverhead
Books, Routledge, Rowman & Littlefield Inc., Rutgers
University Press, Sage, Seal Press, Simon & Schuster,
State University of New York Press, University of
Arizona Press, University of Chicago Press, University
of Michigan Press, University of North Carolina Press,
University of Wisconsin Press, Thorndike Press,
Topside Press, UBC Press, University of Chicago
Press, University of Hawaii Press, University of Illinois
Press, University of Manitoba Press, University of
Minnesota Press, University of North Carolina Press,
University of Pennsylvania Press, University of Texas
Press, University of Toronto Press, WH Allen, and WND
Books.
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Don’t see a press or imprint that you know publishes
LGBTQI scholarly material? To supply recommendations
for Carpenter Fund titles, please send an email directly
to the liaison at the Graduate Center Library, Shawn(ta)
Smith-Cruz, Head of Reference: ssmith4@gc.cuny.edu
or complete an online book request form on the library’s
website. Please state why you believe this title to be
representative of the Carpenter Collection.

Edward Carpenter (1844 – 1929) was an influential
English author, social reformer, and leader in sexual
freedom, enlightenment, and tolerance. His socialism
advocated for a homosexual imprint in conversations
of social change and public education. The Mina Rees
Library is committed to a collection that represents the
mission of the Carpenter Endowment.
Shawn(ta) Smith-Cruz (is an Assistant Professor and
Head of Reference at the Graduate Center Library. She
is the LGBTQ studies library liaison to the Graduate
Center community, where she gets to promote a
queer library collection through individual and course
instruction, and collection development with the
Carpenter Fund.
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Scholar in
Residence
Fellowship
The CLAGS Residency Fellowship Program assists
scholars and professionals whose research on the
LGBTQ experience can benefit from access to CLAGS’s
resources and its location in midtown Manhattan at
the Graduate Center, City University of New York.
The Scholars-in-Residence Program is designed
to encourage research and writing on the history,
literature and culture of the LGBTQ community, or other
dynamic projects relating to the LGBTQ experience,
broadly conceived; to promote and facilitate interaction
among the participants including fellows funded by
other sources; to facilitate the dissemination of the
researcher’s findings through lectures via CLAGS’s
ongoing events series. The CLAGS Scholar-inResidence will be allowed to spend up to six months
in residence. Beyond a CLAGS affiliation, fellows will
receive office space, access to libraries and electronic
databases, as well as opportunities to meet and work with
leading LGBTQ scholars in New York City. No monetary
stipend is available to fellows. The Fellowship Program
is open to all disciplines with projects that are related to
LGBTQ studies. Creative writing (works of poetry and
fiction) and projects that result in a performance are
not eligible. Applicants finishing dissertation topics are
welcome to apply.
Dag Heede, Fall 2015
Scholar in Residence
Dag Heede is Associate
Professor at the Department
for the Study of Culture at
the University of Southern
Denmark currently enjoying
a sabbatical. He has a Ph.D
in Comparative Literature
from the University of
Copenhagen. For the last
twenty years he has been
working on queering the
canon of Danish literature with controversial books on
Karen Blixen/Isak Dinesen, Herman Bang and Hans
Christian Andersen. He has also published an introduction
to Michel Foucault.
He was one of the first Scandinavian scholars to
introduce trans theory with studies on Christine
Jorgensen and Einar Wegener/Lili Elbe, the Danish
painter who in 1930 underwent a sex reassignment

surgery as one of the first in the world. Lili is the subject
of the upcoming movie “The Danish Girl”, which Dag
consulted on.
He is planning a pioneering Nordic Queer and Gay
Literary History that will include a number of international
scholars. One present interest is analyzing connections
between homosexuality, death and heteronarrativity.
By studying now-forgotten 20th century Nordic novels
and dramas, he is trying to outline a general pattern
where the homosexual protagonists or characters must
die in order to ensure a happy end. The trope of the
dead homosexual seems hard to kill off and persisted,
perhaps, until gay men actually started dying in large
numbers during the AIDS crisis. Paradoxically, this
seems to have put an end to the pleasure of enjoying
symbolic gay deaths in popular culture.
Dag was the Danish Lecturer at the University of Munich
from 1992-1997 and has taught at the Universities of
Copenhagen, Hamburg, Zürich, North Florida and
Wisconsin besides being an Honorary Senior Lecturer
at University College London.
Ryan Thoresdon,
Spring 2016
Scholar in Residence
Ryan Thoreson is a legal
anthropologist
focusing
on the politics of human
rights advocacy and the
advancement of sexual
rights in comparative and
international law. His work
has examined sexual
rights struggles in South
Africa, the Philippines,
and the United States, as
well as the work of transnational LGBTI NGOs and the
development of soft law standards like the Yogyakarta
Principles. Ryan has worked with a number of global
LGBTI advocacy groups, including the International
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, and Intersex Association
(ILGA), OutRight Action International (formerly
the International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights
Commission, or IGLHRC), and the LGBT Program at
Human Rights Watch. He is the author of Transnational
LGBT Activism: Working for Sexual Rights Worldwide
(University of Minnesota Press, 2014) and a co-editor
of Nowhere to Turn: Blackmail and Extortion of LGBT
People in Sub-Saharan Africa (IGLHRC, 2011). Ryan
holds a law degree from Yale Law School; a doctorate
in anthropology from the University of Oxford, where he
studied as a Rhodes Scholar; and a bachelor’s degree
in government and studies of women, gender, and
sexuality from Harvard University.

CLAGS
Fellowships
2015 - 2016
CLAGS Fellowship Award - $2,000
An award to be given annually to a graduate student,
an academic, or an independent scholar for work on
a dissertation, a first book manuscript, or a second
book manuscript. The CLAGS Fellowship is open to
intellectuals contributing to the field of LGBTQ studies.
Intended to give the scholar the most help possible in
furthering their work, the fellowship will be able to be
used for research, travel, or writing support.
The Duberman-Zal Fellowship - $2,500
An endowed fellowship named for CLAGS founder and
first executive director, Martin Duberman, and partner,
Eli Zal, this fellowship is awarded to a graduate student,
an independent scholar, or an adjunct from any country
doing scholarly research on the lesbian / gay / bisexual
/ transgender / queer (LGBTQ) experience.
The Robert Giard Fellowship - $7,500
An annual award named for Robert Giard, a portrait,
landscape, and figure photographer whose work often
focused on LGBTQ lives and issues, this award is
presented to an emerging, early or mid-career artist,
from any country, working in photography, photo-based
media, video, or moving image, including short-form
film or video. The award now alternates annually
between artists working exclusively with still images
(photography) and those working with moving images
(video or film). In either case, this award will support
a directed project, one that is new or continuing, that
addresses issues of sexuality, gender, or LGBTQ
identity.
The Kessler Award - $2,500
The Kessler award is given to a scholar who has, over
a number of years, produced a substantive body of
work that has had a significant influence on the field of
GLBTQ Studies. The awardee, who is chosen by the
CLAGS Board of Directors, receives a monetary award
and gives CLAGS’ annual Kessler Lecture.

The Paul Monette–Roger Horwitz
Dissertation Prize - $1,000
This award, which honors the memories of Monette, a
poet and author, and his partner, Horwitz, an attorney,
will be given for the best dissertation in LGBTQ Studies,
broadly defined, by a PhD candidate within the City
University of New York system. The dissertation should
have been defended in the previous year.
The Sylvia Rivera Award in
Transgender Studies - $1,000
This award, which honors the memory of Sylvia Rivera,
a transgender activist, will be given for the best book or
article to appear in transgender studies during the year.
andré carrington Graduate Student
Paper Award - $250
Each year, CLAGS sponsors a student paper
competition open to all graduate students enrolled in
the CUNY system. A cash prize is awarded to the best
paper written in a CUNY graduate class on any topic
related to gay, lesbian, bisexual, queer, or transgender
experiences. Papers should be between 15 and 50
pages and of publishable quality.
Undergraduate Student Paper Award - $250
Each year, CLAGS sponsors a student paper
competition open to all undergraduate students
enrolled in the CUNY or SUNY system. A cash prize
is awarded to the best paper written in a CUNY or
SUNY undergraduate class on any topic related to gay,
lesbian, bisexual, queer, or transgender experiences
and scholarship. Essays should be between 12 and 30
pages, well thought-out, and fully realized.
Student Travel Award - $250
Each year, CLAGS sponsors two student travel awards
open to all graduate students enrolled in the CUNY
system. A cash prize is awarded to a student presenting
subject matter that addresses gay, lesbian, bisexual,
queer, or transgender issues in their respective field.
Presentations can be for conferences held in the U.S.
or abroad.
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The Duberman-Zal Fellowship 2016
Andrés Castro Samayoa - “Understanding Social Identities’ Histories in
Educational Data Collection Instruments in Contemporary United States”.
This project explores the social histories of survey instruments utilized
to amass large-scale educational research data. Drawing from sociology
of knowledge, bibliometrics, and history of science, the project connects
the contemporary interest in big data with the various constructions of
demographic information, such as racial, ethnic, gender, and sexual
categories.
CLAGS Fellowship 2015
Elias Vitulli - “Carceral Normativites: Sex, Security, and the Penal
Management of Gender Nonconformity”
Elias Vitulli is a Visiting Lecturer of Gender Studies at Mount Holyoke College.
His research explores the connections between queer/transgender studies
and critical prison studies. His current project, “Carceral Normativites: Sex,
Security, and the Penal Management of Gender Nonconformity,” examples
the history of the incarceration of gender nonconforming and transgender
people in the US from the early twentieth century to the present, focusing
on the evolution and logics of penal policies and practices. He received his
Ph.D. in American Studies, with a minor in Feminist and Critical Sexuality
Studies, from the University of Minnesota in 2014. His work has appeared
in GLQ, Social Justice, and Sexuality Research and Social Policy.
Sylvia Rivera Award in Transgender Studies 2015
Trans Bodies, Trans Selves
Trans Bodies, Trans Selves is a resource guide written by and for
transgender and gender nonconforming people about all aspects of
life, including health, legal issues, relationships, sexuality, history, and
activism. It is packed with great information, as well as individual stories
and photos that highlight real lives. It is a must-read for parents, friends,
partners, teachers, therapists, and other health providers. (Edited by Laura
Erickson-Schroth, Oxford University Press, 2014).
Paul Monette-Roger Horwitz Dissertation Prize 2015
Tara Burk - “Let the Record Show: Mapping Queer Art and Activism in
New York City, 1986-1995”
Tara Burk is a Philadelphia-based art historian. Her work appears in places
such as Women Studies Quarterly and Journal of Curatorial Studies. She
has lectured widely at institutions and conferences including the Brooklyn
Museum, The IFA-Frick Symposium on the History of Art, The College Art
Association Annual Meeting and The Center for Lesbian and Gay Studies.
She received her doctorate in Art History from the Graduate Center of
the City University of New York in 2015. Her dissertation, “Let the Record
Show: Mapping Queer Art and Activism in New York City, 1986-1995,”
examines the American activist art collectives Silence=Death Project,
Gran Fury, and fierce pussy. It traces the development of cultural AIDS
activism in the urban public sphere and the reconfiguration of both artistic
and political engagement during the American culture wars of the late
twentieth century.Tara is currently a lecturer at Rutgers University, where
she teaches a course on pornography and gender. She recently curated
a Visual AIDS web gallery, “Summer Streets,” which considers the urban
street as both a site and a feeling of crucial significance to sexual outlaws.
Her latest project examines the iconography of hands in queer art, which
is supported in part by the Leather Archives and Museum Visiting Scholar
program.

Graduate Student Paper Award 2015
Karen Lepri - “The Poetics of Misrecognition, and the Aesthetic
Potential of (Not)Knowing”
Karen Lepri is the author of the collection of poems, Incidents of
Scattering (Noemi, 2013) and was the recipient of the 2012 Noemi
Poetry Prize. Her poetry, essays, and translations appear in Aufgabe,
Boston Review, Lana Turner, Conjunctions and more. She teaches
writing and literature at Queens College, The Cooper Union and Bard
College. Her current dissertation research explores how entwined
understandings of magic and poetry have had a racializing effect on
the ways 20th century poetry critique thinks and works. She is also
writing on the side on Stein’s social negativity, Wittgenstein’s erotic
marginalia, and Barthes’ The Neutral.
Undergraduate Student Paper Award 2015
Levi Bain - “Shattering the lens: what we assume to be heterosexual
Black men’s perceptions of Black MSM, and how they really see them”
Levi Bain is a junior at CUNY: John Jay College of Criminal Justice,
where he double-majors in Law & Society and Culture & Deviance
Studies. His burgeoning interest in the social sciences has led him to
produce two ethnographic research reports. He’s currently assisting
two John Jay College professors with their own scholarly work and
interns at the Kings County District Attorney’s Office. Upon graduating
from college, he intends to pursue a J.D./Ph.D. in Anthropology.
The Robert Giard Fellowship Award 2016
Leonard Suryajaya - “Other Mother!”
Suryajaya’s work explores intricate and complicated layers of selfhood
in the context of cultural background, intimacy, sexual preference,
and personal displacement. Prompted by his upbringing as a
second-generation Chinese Indonesian raised by a Muslim woman,
Suryajaya’s mixed media project examines expressions of allegiance
in a globalized world. On receiving the fellowship Suryajaya stated:
“Earlier this year, queer people in my home country of Indonesia saw
increasing public hostility and parliamentary attacks on their rights.
Condemnation and oppression of LGBTQ identities and expressions
are out in full force. In light of these challenges, the Robert Giard
Foundation Fellowship couldn’t come in a better time for me and for
my work. I am honored, energized, and motivated by being named
a Fellow for the 2016-2017 cycle. The support from the Foundation
helps guide and support my practice and encourages me to work hard
and to overcome my disappointments and fears. If I can’t be queer in
my home country, then my work abroad will be an even more defiant
testament to alternative ways of being.”
Student Travel Award 2016
Yen-Chiao Liao - “Understanding Public Opinion About Homosexuality
in Confucian Nations”
Yen-Chiao Liao is a PhD student in Sociology, who just finished her first
year of the Graduate Center at CUNY. Her research interests include
gender and sexuality, social movements, and religion. Currently she
is working on the project that investigates the dynamics between the
LGBTI movement and Christian faith based movement in Taiwan.
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CLAGS
Internship
CLAGS offers semester or year-long internships
for students and individuals interested in receiving
experience working for an LGBTQ research center
devoted to the dissemination and support of LGBTQ
research, culture, and activism. Some areas of our
internship programs include: Admin & Finance, Digital
Media, Membership, Fellowships & Awards, and
Events. Our internship program provides individuals
with an opportunity to assist the CLAGS staff in work
that is integral to our success and mission, such as
helping with administrative work around the office
and assisting with the planning and attendance of
our events and conferences. All intern and volunteer
positions are unpaid, but offer school credit. In the past,
interns have used their experience at CLAGS to fulfill
program requirements or to satisfy course work in their
academic discipline.
If you are interested in interning with CLAGS, please
take a look at our website for complete information at:
http://www.clags.org/support/intern-volunteerat-clags/.
Allegra Verlezza is a senior at Hunter College and
will be graduating in fall 2016 with a BA in Women and
Gender Studies. She was a media & events intern at
CLAGS in the spring of 2016.
“Interning at CLAGS was a truly fantastic and unique
experience because in no other space throughout my
undergraduate career have I seen LGBTQ+ scholarship,
activism and art prioritized equally and intersect with
one another to create a truly dynamic dialogue. Not only
did I learn the important logistics of event planning and
marketing for roundtables, panels, and conferences, I
also gained deeper insight into how to create events
that intersectionally address queer topics and center
race, class, gender, ability, coloniality and much more.
I enjoyed working alongside the CLAGS staff who all
facilitated a very safe-feeling environment in which
my identities and expression were validated, and my
hopes and needs for the internship were always heard
and met. Overall, I am so grateful for the knowledge I
gained and connections I made from my internship with
CLAGS!”
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Anthony Ferrara is a CUNY B.A. student working
towards a Bachelor of Arts with dual concentrations in
Women & Gender Studies and Film & TV Scriptwriting.

Angelina Godderz is currently a senior at Hobart and
William Smith Colleges in upstate New York. She is a
double major in Religious Studies and Asian Studies.
Interning at CLAGS allowed her to continue to connect
her studies with gender, race, and sexuality.
“This summer I helped to maintain the CLAGS email,
overlook finances, attend meetings and events, and
take part in research. I assisted in coordinating the
volunteers for the Filipino American National Historical
Society biennial conference. I also conducted research
on LGBTQ affirming professors from the various CUNY
schools to create a list of references. My summer at
CLAGS was a very meaningful experience as a mixedrace, queer woman. Working with the individuals at
CLAGS provided me with new knowledge, and a safe
place to grow. I always looked forward to going to
CLAGS because of the warmth and comfort that the
staff provided.”

“I interned at CLAGS for both the Fall 2015 and
Spring 2016 semesters and my internship was a
transformational experience I will not forget. Attending
CLAGS events and viewing so many different stories
through different forums exposed me to an intimate
depth of knowledge, perspectives, and wisdom that
continues to inspire me as a human being first and an
artist second. Women and Gender Studies classes
can only prepare you in a very basic way for the
comprehensive discussions CLAGS events demand,
due to the nature of our powerfully diverse community.
Seeing so many of our community’s academics,
artists, activists and more inspires me to incite real
change in my work and I was honored to carry out my
responsibilities staffing events, registering people into
our email database, marketing to the CUNY Graduate
Center, and more during my time at CLAGS. By
sponsoring and co-sponsoring a wide array of events
with hosts from various backgrounds, perspectives and
professional persuasions that deal with their struggles
in radically defiant, beautiful and hopeful ways, I hope
that I will one day too live up to the legacy of those who
have come before me.”
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CLAGS
Membership

Each year, CLAGS’s work is made possible by the generosity of our supporters. We receive support
not only from our volunteer Board of Directors, but also from foundations, corporate supporters,
and from individual members. While the Graduate Center, CUNY provides us with office space, our
general operating costs still exist and are funded primarily from individual donors and memberships.
Indeed, CLAGS’s membership program is vital to our sustenance: it not only provides our organization
with unrestricted funds that let us prioritize the most cutting edge and greatly needed programs, it is
also used for the vital but less glamorous aspects of our work: stipends for our speakers, postage,
student fellowships, staff support and even the paper and office supplies that we need to keep things
running smoothly. To become a member, you can make a secure donation online through Network
for Good (https://donatenow.networkforgood.org/1434026)

DONORS
President’s Circle-$500+
Rebecca Campon & Jose Campon
Lourdes Follins
Sarah Chinn & Kris Franklin
Katherine M. Franke & Janlori Goldman
Maria Elena Garcia
David Kessler
Rodolfo Mendoza & Stella R. Mendoza
Weston Milliken
Kathy Obear & Paulette Dalpes
Joseph Wittreich Jr. & Stuart Curran
Dean’s List-$250-499
Rico Barbosa & Mark Blasius
Rob Byrnes
Lisa Merrill
Pam Parker
David Rivera
Andrew Spieldenner
Polly Thistlethwaite
Honor Roll-$100-249
Andrew Austin & Michael Sonberg
Russel Baptist
David Boothroyd
Michael Bronski
David Caron
andré carrington
Muriel Dimen (passed)
Lauren Fisher
Mike Funk
Christian Gregory
Miles Grier
Larry Gross & Thomas Tucker
Arnold Grossman
Steven Haeberle
Joshua Houston

Sel Hwahng
Karen Jaime
Mercilee Jenkins
Louis Kampf
Ellyn Kaschak
Katherine Klein
Lawrence La Fountain
Burt Lazarin
Marcia Liu
Andrew Macphail
C. Richard Mathews & Jay Mathews
Robert McCullough Jr.
Mignon Moore
Lavelle Porter
Shuaib Siddiqui
John Silberman & Elliot Carlen
Thomas Spear
Marc Stein & Jorge Olivares
Randolph Trumbach
Elizabeth Reis
Institutional Support and Foundations
Astrea Foundation
Greater New York Independent Publishers Association
Lesbian & Gay Community Services Center
New York City Council for the Humanities
The Committee for Hispanic Children & Families, Inc.
The Futures Initiative, CUNY
The Graduate Center, CUNY
The Robert Giard Foundation
Villarosa Media LLC.
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BOARD
Rich Blint
Is Associate Director of the Office of Community
Outreach and Education in the School of the Arts at
Columbia University, where he also curates the built
environments exhibition series at the university’s
Medical Center Campus. A scholar of African
American literature and culture, Rich is co-editor
(with Douglas Field) of a special issue of African
American Review on James Baldwin. He earned a
Ph.D. in the Program in American Studies at New
York University and has taught courses and guest
lectured at New York University, Hunter College,
and Vassar College. He currently serves on the the
adjunct faculty for the Master’s Program in African
American Studies at Columbia.
andre carrington
Is Assistant Professor of African-American Literature
at Drexel University. He received his Ph.D. in
American Studies from NYU. He is a scholar of black
American culture, history, and politics and he writes
on racial identity in popular culture with a particular
focus on issues of gender, sexuality, and genre.
Roddrick Colvin
Roddrick Colvin is an associate professor in the
Department of Public Management at John Jay
College of Criminal Justice (CUNY). In addition
to his interest in employment policy, he is also
interested in organizational behavior in police
departments, and lesbian and gay civil rights. He
currently teaches courses in public administration,
human resource management, and policy analysis.
Before joining the faculty of the Department of Public
Management, John Jay College of Criminal Justice,
Dr. Colvin was the Research Director at the National
Gay and Lesbian Taskforce’s Policy Institute. Prior
to joining the Taskforce, he was actively engaged
in applied research, management, and consulting
with private, public and nonprofit organizations,
including conducting program evaluations with
the US Government Accountability Office and the
Center for Urban Youth and Technology.
Jessie Daniels
Is a Professor at Hunter College (CUNY) with
appointments in Public Health, Sociology and
Psychology at The Graduate Center. She holds a
PhD in Sociology (University of Texas-Austin) and
is the author of two books: White Lies (Routledge,
1997) and Cyber Racism (Rowman & Littlefield,
2009), which both deal with race, gender/sexuality
and various forms of media. She is the director
of JustPublics@365, a project funded by the
Ford Foundation that brings together scholars,
journalists and activists around social justice
issues. Among her many research interests, is a
study that explores the use of mobile technology
among LGBTQ youth. Her work about race, gender,
sexuality and new media has appeared in the journals New Media & Society, American
Journal of Public Health, Gender & Society and Women’s Studies Quarterly. Aside from
her time as an academic, Daniels also worked in the Internet industry. Since 2007, she
has maintained an academic-activist blog (RacismReview.com) with Joe Feagin and was
recently named one of “20 Inspiring Women to Follow on Twitter,” by Forbes Magazine. You
can find her there: @JessieNYC.
Marta Esquilin
Is a social justice educator, multicultural affairs
administrator, community builder, and diversity
consultant. In addition to her consulting work
with the Posse Foundation and various colleges
and universities around the United States, she is
currently the Director of Intercultural and Social
Justice Programs within the Office of Multicultural
Affairs at Columbia University. She holds a
degree in Higher Education Administration
from Teachers college, Columbia University.
Marta’s passion and current work focuses on
creating opportunities for students to have
difficult dialogues about issues of social inequity that create schisms between communities.
She is particularly interested in raising awareness about how microaggressions manifest
to create hostile environments for marginalized identities within work and school settings.
Most recently, she has been developing trainings, assessment tools, and educational
opportunities to address the impacts of microaggressions within educational settings.
Through her work, she is most committed to creating spaces for healing and liberation for
communities impacted by oppression, violence, and marginalization.

Sean Edgecomb
Is Assistant Professor of Theatre in the Department
of Performing and Creative Arts at the College
of Staten Island (CUNY). His articles and have
appeared in journals such as Theatre Journal,
Modern Drama, Popular Entertainment Studies and
The Gay and Lesbian Review Worldwide. His book
on Charles Ludlam and queer legacy is forthcoming
from the Triangulations Series at University of
Michigan Press. He is also an active director,
serving as most recently having presented Machinal
at The University of Queensland, Australia in 2013.
Lourdes Dolores Follins
Is an Associate Professor in the Department of
Behavioral Sciences and Human Services at
Kingsborough Community College (CUNY). She
earned her Ph. D. in Clinical Social Work from New
York University and is a native New Yorker. As a
clinical social worker, an organizational consultant,
and a behavioral scientist, Lourdes Dolores has
worked with and on behalf of children, adolescents,
and adults who are marginalized because of their
social class and their ethnoracial and/or sexual
identities for over 20 years. Her research and clinical
interests are resilience in and health disparities
among LGBTQ people of color and the experiences
of historically underrepresented faculty at community
colleges. Lourdes Dolores’ first co-edited book, Black
LGBT Health in the United States: The Intersections
of Race, Gender, and Sexual Orientation (Lexington
Press), will be published in 2016.
Jen/Jack Gieseking
is a cultural geographer and environmental
psychologist whose work examines the everyday
co-productions of space and identity that support or
inhibit social, spatial, and economic justice in urban
and digital environments, with a special focus on
sexuality and gender. She is working on her first
book, Queer New York: Constellating Geographies
of Lesbians’ and Queer Women’s In/Justice in New
York City, 1983-2008. Jack is New Media and Data
Visualization Specialist, Postdoctoral Fellow in
the Digital and Computational Studies Initiative at
Bowdoin College. Her website is jgieseking.org.
Melinda Goodman
is a poet who has been teaching at Hunter College
(CUNY) since Audre Lorde recommended Melinda
as her replacement. She has been an adjunct for
30 years. Here are some words that Melinda has
written about her experience as a poet and teacher:
“…I believe anybody can write who wants to. I find
it interesting and encouraging that people want to
express themselves. Often they are as scared as me
and as bewildered and hurt and angry. Sometimes
they have as much courage as I have or less or
more. I like the group aspect of a workshop. Each
workshop is as different as its members. I feel like
we are all on that bus together for that journey. Each
person is a universe and it’s amazing we can even
communicate at all. Each person is precious. I find
it to be a spiritual experience. I find out a lot about
myself. My students come from everywhere. To me
it’s amazing that we all ended up on this bus at the same time. Who would’ve thought that
the little girl sitting at the counter in the sweltering heat of her parents’ Chinese take-out on
181st Street would grow up to write about taking breaks to step into the tundra of the walkin freezer? We are privileged to get to hear what that little girl’s experience was like. I tell
my students that they are writing the literature of their generation. I tell them to write about
their neighborhoods and families while it’s fresh in their memories because everything is
changing and they are the ones who were witnesses from the inside.”
Miles Grier
Is an assistant professor in the English Department
at Queens College (CUNY). He teaches classes
within and across Shakespeare Studies, Early
American Studies, and African-American Studies,
with a historical and multimedia approach. He is
currently working on a book manuscript entitled
Reading Black Characters: Atlantic Encounters
with Othello 1604-1855. In this project, he follows
Shakespeare’s blackamoor across two and half
centuries of print and stage iterations, showing
the play’s implication in a British-American project
of producing legible gendered and racialized
characters out of the strangers in a far-flung Atlantic
economy. The project features performances of
the play at Whitehall Palace in 1604, in front of
Cherokee guests in colonial Virginia’s capital of
Williamsburg, and before US diplomats in London
in 1785. While paying attention to these historical performances, he is also interested in
professional writers such as Aphra Behn and Herman Melville who rewrite Shakespeare’s
plot—and the relationship between white writers and enslaved bodies—in attempts to
overcome disadvantages of gender and postcolonial positioning.

Thomas Hafer
Is currently in his second year at the Graduate
Center where he is in the process of obtaining
a PhD in American History with an additional
specialization in Latin American history. He is also
an adjunct professor at John Jay College (CUNY).
At the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, he
majored in history with a minor in sociology and
African American studies and graduated cum laude.
He is from Boston, MA and has lived in New York
City for over three years. He enjoys studying and
researching a broad range of cultures and histories.
Stephanie Hsu
is an Associate Professor of the English
Department and Women’s & Gender Studies at
Pace University. She is a founding member of
Q-WAVE, a grassroots organization for queer
women and trans/gender variant people of Asian/
South Asian/Pacific Islander descent in the tristate area. She received her doctorate in English
at New York University in 2009, and she teaches
and writes in the fields of Asian American Studies,
Trans Studies, and Disability Studies.
Karen Jaime
Is Post-Doctoral Research Associate at Cornell
University. She earned her Ph.D. in the Department
of Performance Studies at New York University in
May 2013. She is also an accomplished spoken
word/performance artist. She served as the host/
curator of the Friday Night Slam at the worldrenowned Nuyorican Poets Cafe (2002-2005) and
has also performed in such spaces as The Public
Theater and The Town Hall in New York City. A
published poet, she is featured in both: The Best
of Panic! En Vivo From the East Village, and in
Flicker and Flame: A Queer Anthology of Spoken
Word and Poetry.
Bianca Laureano
Is an award-winning LatiNegra sexologist who
has been in the US sexology field for over 15
years. Her background is in Black and Latinx
sexualities, education, media justice, and youth
culture. She resides in New York City where she
provides education, consultation, training, and
skillshares on various topics in the sexuality field.
Bianca earned a BA in Women’s Health & Latino
Communities from the University of Maryland, a
MA in Human Sexuality Education from NYU, and
a MA in Women’s Studies from the University of
Maryland. She is co-directing a feature-length
documentary film titled BLACK PERVERT, about
the intersections of Black and kink communities.
She is a founding member of WOCSHN (Women
of Color Sexual Health Network) and founder of
The LatiNegr@s Project and LatinoSexuality.com. Bianca is on the board of The Black Girl
Project and Director of Education and Regional Programs at Scenarios USA. To find out
more about Bianca visit her site BiancaLaureano.com.
Rick Lee
Is the Associate Director of the Tyler Clementi
Center at Rutgers University. He regularly teaches
courses on AIDS literature and film, gay and
lesbian literature, and Asian American cultural
studies. At Rutgers, he serves on the executive
committee for the Institute for Research on
Women and is the Coordinator of Asian American
Studies Programming. He earned his PhD in
literature in 2009 from the Graduate Program of
Literatures in English at Rutgers University. He
has published articles in Literature and Medicine
and torquere. His visual essay, “AIDS 2.0,” can be
viewed on his website. He is working on a book
project, The Unfinished History of AIDS: Reading
and Remembering the Epidemic in Queer Culture,
which examines cultural literacy and generational
transmission in the aftermath of AIDS. In May
2013, he received an award for distinguished
contributions to undergraduate education from the
School of Arts and Sciences.
Lisa Merrill
Lisa Merrill, Professor, Department of Speech
Communication, Rhetoric & Performance Studies,
(Ph.D., New York University), teaches courses
in performance studies, gender and intercultural
communication, nonverbal communication, public
address, dramatic activities in educational and
therapeutic settings, cultural and performance
history, and women’s studies. Dr. Merrill’s ongoing
research and publications are in the fields of
performance studies, American studies, critical
race and cultural studies, and women’s and gay
and lesbian history. She has published widely on
the performance of gender, race, and sexuality in
historical and contemporary cultural settings. Dr.

Merrill’s critical biography of 19th-century actress Charlotte Cushman, When Romeo was a
Woman: Charlotte Cushman and Her Circle of Female Spectators (University of Michigan
Press), was awarded the 2000 Joe A. Callaway Prize for Best Book in Theatre or Drama
by an American author. In addition to publishing over a dozen book chapters and articles in
scholarly journals, Dr. Merrill serves on the editorial boards for the Journal of Comparative
American Studies, Text and Performance Studies, and the University of Edinburgh Press.
Dr. Merrill served as President, Women’s Theatre Program (WTP) of the Association for
Theatre and Higher Education, August 2004- August 2006. Dr. Merrill is also a registered
drama therapist.
Alexandra Moffet-Bateau
Alexandra Moffett-Bateau holds a Ph.D in Political
Science from the University of Chicago, and BA
in Political Science and African American Studies
from the University of Michigan- Ann Arbor. She
is currently an Assistant Professor of Political
Science at John Jay College of Criminal Justice
(CUNY). Alexandra’s intellectual work focuses on
race, gender & politics, urban politics and political
behavior, with broad specialties in American
Politics and Political Theory. Her manuscript
in progress examines the impact spatial and
aesthetic realities in residential neighborhoods
have on political engagement and political identity
development. Alexandra’s research agenda is
centrally concerned with the external forces that
shape individual political capacity. Specifically,
she is invested in thinking about how the
intersections of race, class and gender can make
populations especially vulnerable to the spaces
they live in, the conditions within which they work
and the actions of local government actors in
their neighborhoods and cities. The sum total of Alexandra’s work argues that spatial and
governmental realities can have a significant impact on the extent to which an individual can
imagine political possibilities for herself or others. Environments that are violent, isolated and
toxic, all function to limit the citizenship development of citizens in a way that is troubling to
the functioning of democracy in the United States.
Kara Olidge
Kara Tucina Olidge, PhD is a scholar and arts
and educational administrator. She is the former
Deputy Director of the Schomburg Center for
Research in Black Culture, a branch of the New
York Public Library based in Harlem. Her scholarly
work focuses on the intersection of art, critical
cosmopolitanism, and community activism. She
graduated from Spelman College in 1992 with
a Bachelor’s degree in Philosophy with a minor
in Art History. Dr. Olidge received a Master of
Arts in Arts Administration from the University
of New Orleans in 2000 where she received
the Marcus B. Christian Graduate Scholarship.
In 2000, Dr. Olidge was one of four emerging
arts administrators selected for the National
Arts Administration Mentorship Program where
Edmund Cardoni, Executive Director of Hallwalls
Contemporary Arts Center, mentored her. She
received her Ph.D. in Educational Leadership and
Policy at SUNY Buffalo in 2010 where she was
awarded the Mark Diamond Research Grant for her doctoral work, Critical Cosmopolitanism
and the Intellectual Work of Alain Locke.
Nomvuyo Nolutshungu
Is an adjunct lecturer at Hunter College (CUNY)
in the Women and Gender Studies program.
Currently a PhD candidate in political science
at the CUNY Graduate Center, her interests
include transitional justice, human rights, and
transnational sexuality and gender studies. She
has worked in international organization research
and programming at the Ralph Bunche Institute for
International Studies, the Center for Lesbian and
Gay Studies, and Security Council Report. She
has been an instructor at Hunter, John Jay and
Baruch College (CUNY).
Tei Okamoto
Is the founder of two oral history projects
(CurrentTides.org): The AIDS Epidemic and
House Music: Twenty Years of Children of Color
at Church, explores how the house music scene
provided an alternative space of community and
healing for queers of color in the midst of the
devastation of the AIDS epidemic in the early to
mid 1990s. Love and Affection: Growing Up in a
Life and Time of HIV documents the life histories of
those who have lost a parent or primary caregiver
to AIDS. Tei is also the founder of p.i.s.s.: Public
Intellectual SpaceS, which curates various political/
intellectual/activist queer events. Recent panels
include: Queer Gen(d)erations: How to Leave a
Legacy in a Broke-Ass Economy; Remembering
Marlon Riggs; and Neon Baby: Juan Extravaganza and Queer Latino Performance. In 2013,
Tei joined the international art collective, HOWDOYOUSAYYAMINAFRICAN? Collective
(howdoyousayyaminafrican.com).
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David Rivera
David P. Rivera, Ph.D. is an associate professor of
counselor education at Queens College (CUNY).
A counseling psychologist by training, his practical
work includes consultations and trainings on a
variety of cultural competency issues. David
holds degrees from Teachers College, Columbia
University, Johns Hopkins University, and the
University of Wyoming. His research focuses
on cultural competency development and
issues impacting the marginalization and wellbeing of low-income/first-generation college
students, people of color, and oppressed sexual
orientation and gender identity groups, with a
focus on microaggressions. Dr. Rivera is board
co-chair of CLAGS: Center for LGBTQ Studies,
an adviser to The Steve Fund, faculty with the
Council for Opportunity in Education, on the
executive committee of the APA’s Society for the
Psychological study of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
and Transgender Issues, and a consulting editor
of the journal Psychology of Sexual Orientation
and Gender Diversity. He has received multiple recognitions for his work, including national
honors from the American Psychological Association, the American College Counseling
Association, and the American College Personnel Association.
Maria Scharron Del Rio, Ph.D.
Is an Associate Professor and the Program
Coordinator of the School Counseling Program
in the Department of School Psychology,
Counseling, and Leadership (SPCL) at Brooklyn
College (CUNY). A predoctoral Ford Foundation
and American Psychological Association’s
Minority Fellowship Program (MFP) fellow, they
received their Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology
from the University of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras,
and completed their clinical internship at the
Cambridge Hospital with the Harvard Medical
School in Boston. After moving to New York City,
they worked as an assistant child psychologist at
the Washington Heights Family Health Center, a
primary-care clinic that serves a predominantly
Latino/a immigrant community. They are an active
leader in GLARE (GLBTQ Advocacy in Research
and Education) since joining the Brooklyn
College faculty in 2006. They are committed to
the development of multicultural competencies in
counselors, psychologists, and educators using
experiential and affective educational approaches.
Their research, scholarship, and advocacy
focus on ethnic and cultural minority psychology and education, including mental health
disparities, multicultural competencies, intersectionality, LGBTQ issues, gender variance,
spirituality, resilience, and well-being.
C. Riley Snorton
Is an assistant professor at Cornell University. His
research and teaching interests include rhetorical
and cultural theory, queer diaspora, media
anthropology, Africana studies, performance
studies, and popular culture. He is the director of
the short documentary Men at Work: Transitioning
on the Job, and has published articles in the
International Journal of Communication, Hypatia:
A Journal of Feminist Philosophy, and Souls: A
Critical Journal of Black Politics, Culture, and
Society. He has also contributed to numerous
edited volumes, including The Comedy of Dave
Chappelle: Critical Essays, Homophiles, and
Trans(gender) Migrations. Snorton’s book Nobody
Is Supposed to Know: Black Sexuality on the
Down Low is currently under contract with the
University of Minnesota Press. He has received
several fellowships, including an Andrew W.
Mellon Postdoctoral fellowship at Pomona College
and the Sheila Biddle Ford Foundation fellowship
at Harvard University.
Andrew Spieldenner
earned his PhD in Communication & Culture from
Howard University with an emphasis on health.
Dr. Spieldenner has held positions at the NYC
Department of Health, Black AIDS Institute, the
Latino Commission on AIDS and the National
Association of People with AIDS. He is currently
Assistant Professor in the Department of Speech
Communication, Rhetoric and Performance
Studies at Hofstra University. Dr. Spieldenner is
openly living with HIV and a long-time community
advocate with twenty years serving high-risk
populations including racial/ethnic minorities, gay
men and people living with HIV/AIDS. His research
focuses on HIV stigma and disclosure, intercultural
communication, health communication, cultural
studies and sexuality.

Kalle Westerling
Is a doctoral student in Theatre at The Graduate
Center (CUNY), where he’s working on a
dissertation on the queering of spaces in 20th
century New York City burlesque and boylesque.
He is also the Public Projects Specialist and
Graphic Designer for the Futures Initiative at The
Graduate Center, and Co-Director for the Scholars
project for the The Humanities, Arts, Science, and
Technology Alliance and Collaboratory (HASTAC).
In 2006, his first book La Dolce Vita, on the
Swedish drag group After Dark, was published. His
full CV is available at www.westerling.nu.
Michael Yarbrough
is an interdisciplinary social scientist working at the
intersection of law, culture, and family. His current
book manuscript explores these themes through
comparative ethnographic research among two
groups recently incorporated into South African
marriage law: people living in communities that
observe African customary law; and people
who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, and/or
transgender. His work is published or forthcoming
in Law & Social Inquiry, Social Politics, the South
African Review of Sociology, Qualitative Sociology
Review and the Yale Journal of Law & Feminism.
In its dissertation form, his current project was
awarded a Fulbright-Hays fellowship and the
Marvin B. Sussman Dissertation Prize from the
Yale Sociology Department. Yarbrough now works
as an Assistant Professor in the Law & Society
major at John Jay College of Criminal Justice
(CUNY), where he won a Distinguished Teaching
Award in 2015. He also serves as a Research
Associate of the Department of Sociology at the
University of Johannesburg. As a member of the
CLAGS Board he co-organized the conference
After Marriage: The Future of LGBTQ Politics and
Scholarship.
Sel J. Hwahng
Is an Adjunct Associate Professor in the Women
and Gender Studies Department at Hunter College
(CUNY) and was recently a Co-Investigator
at the Baron Edmond de Rothschild Chemical
Dependency Institute, Mount Sinai Beth Israel,
and an Adjunct Professor at the Center for the
Study of Ethnicity and Race, Columbia University.
Sel has received numerous grants, awards, and
fellowships from such organizations/institutions as
the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), the
National Institutes of Health, the American Public
Health Association, the International AIDS Society,
and the Association for Women in Psychology.
Sel has participated as a Research Investigator
on studies funded by institutions/organizations
such as NIDA, Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration, New York State
AIDS Institute, and the Keith Haring Foundation.
Publications include over 30 sole-, first-, and
co-authored articles and book chapters in peerreviewed journals and edited volumes as well as
first-author on multiple public health reports and
advisor for edited volumes, reports, and health
resource guides. Sel was recently Program Chair of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and
Transgender Caucus of the American Public Health Association.
Allisonjoy Faelnar
Allisonjoy has almost 20 years of experience
in
grassroots
organizing,
anti-oppression
facilitation, social justice theater & performance,
creating spaces for holistic healing accessibility,
educational human-animal interactions, and
expanding the dialogue of intersectionality while
challenging us all to manifest our conversations
& study into sustainable daily practice. Allisonjoy
has been the National Recruiter & Campaign
Coordinator for ACORN, Co-Founder of national
media justice coalition R.E.A.C.Hip-Hop, National
Organizer & touring member of We Got Issues! (a
women’s empowerment & leadership organization
that combined community organizing skills with
multi-disciplinary cultural work & performance),
East Coast Coordinator / Road Manager and
performer for Mango Tribe, the country’s first &
only APIA women & genderqueer interdisciplinary
social justice performance ensemble. Her work
has been published and performed nationally
and internationally. Allisonjoy has led anti-bullying
workshops in schools for youth and teachers in NY and NJ. She has organized, created
events, facilitated leadership & empowerment trainings and anti-oppression workshops with
youth, women, the LGBT community, and people of color. She also administers treatments
to animals, some of whom she considers her greatest teachers. Allisonjoy has offered her
care all across the United States, and as far away as the Philippines.

Meet the Staff

Kevin Nadal,
Ph.D. Executive Director
In addition to his work at CLAGS, Kevin Nadal is an
Associate Professor of Psychology at both John Jay
College of Criminal Justice and the Graduate CenterCUNY. He is the president of the Asian American
Psychological Association, as well as national
trustee of the Filipino American National Historical
Society. He has written over 90 journal articles and
5 books, including That's So Gay: Microaggressions
and the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender
Community. He is married to RJ Mendoza-Nadal, the
Civil Rights Community Relations Specialist of the
Kings County District Attorney’s Office, and they live in
Manhattan with their 8 year old, 8 pound chihuahua.

Jasmina Sinanović
Director of Finance and Administration
Jasmina Sinanović teaches, thinks and performs.
Originally from former Yugoslavia, Jasmina identifies
as an artist and thinker in exile and a member of
Balkan diaspora. New York City is and has been
for over a decade Jasmina’s intellectual home and
sanctuary. Jasmina teaches at the Women Studies
Department at City College and the Department
of Communication, Arts and Sciences at the
Bronx Community College. Jasmina holds an
M.F.A. in Dramaturgy from Stony Brook University
and M.A. in Theatre from CUNY. As an active

member of WOW Café Theater, a woman and
trans* people theater collective in East Village,
Jasmina has created and produced several works
there. As a performing artist, Jasmina has touched
audiences across the US and internationally.
Jasmina is a founding member of
Balkan Queer Initiative.

Noam Parness
Memberships and Fellowships Director
Noam Parness is a gender-queer art lover and
intellectually curious human. They received their
B.A. in Philosophy and Jewish Studies from CUNY
Queens College. Most of Noam’s interests lie
within the intersections of queer history, art, and
activism. In addition to their work at CLAGS, Noam
is an Exhibitions and Administrative Assistant at
the Leslie-Lohman Museum of Gay and Lesbian
Art. They have also volunteered with a number
of queer arts organizations, such as MIX NYC
and the Pop-Up Museum of Queer History.

Yana Calou
Events & Programs Manager
Yana Calou is a genderqueer Brazilian-American
writer, artist, and media activist on economic, racial
and gender justice issues. Yana is Lambda and
VONA Voices fellow, and has performed at the Popup Museum of Queer History, La MaMa, Dixon Place,
and BAX. They study queer theory and literature at the
CUNY Graduate Center, and have led communications
and programming for the Retail Action Project, Queer
Survival Economies, the Utah Pride Center, GLAAD,
Planned Parenthood, and the Women’s Media Center.
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FINANCE
REPORT
9%
13.7%

FOUNDATIONS

13.2%

38.6%
20.6%

FUNDING SOURCES
INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS
CUNY
ENDOWMENTS
OTHER
EVENTS

TOTAL INCOME

$$21,000.00
$59,050.00
$31,500.00
$20,127.00
$7,440.00
$13,675.00

$152,792.00
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EXPENSES
SALARIES

$57,060.00

CONFERENCES

$14,225.00

FELLOWSHIPS

$16,640.00

RAINBOW BOOK FAIR

$8,500.00

GENERAL PROGRAMING

$14,353.00

OFFICE AND OUTREACH

$5,801.00

CARPENTER COLLECTION

$3,750.00

OTHER
PLANNED RESERVE

$1,600.00
$30,863.00

TOTAL EXPENSES

$152,792.00

20.2%

38.6%

9.3%

9.4%
10.9%

CLAGS: The Center for LGBTQ Studies
Graduate Center, CUNY
365 Fifth Avenue
Room 7115
New York, NY 10016
212 817 1955
info@clags.org
www.clags.org

